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Instructions for Tech Tutor or Staff Member: 

The checklist below includes a detailed description of discrete tech tasks.  It is not expected 
that you cover all tasks in the checklist.  When meeting with a learner in person, use this record 
to make note of the tasks already acquired.  During any subsequent meetings, continue to 
update the checklist as new skills are built. 

For each tech task, assess the learner’s current ability: 

 “Yes” = The learner can do this easily, without help or instruction.  No further practice 
with a trainer is needed. 

 “Practice” = The learner requires some help or instruction.  Review this at a subsequent 
meeting.    

 “Introduce” = The learner doesn’t have any understanding of what to do.  Introduce the 
task. 

Tech Tutor: __________________  Learner: ________________________  

Language Support (write the language if applicable): _________________  

If applicable:  LINC Level: ____   Teacher: ______________________  

 

How to use the MOSAIC Online Classroom 

Discrete tech tasks ✔ Check which one applies: 
Yes Practice Introduce 

Getting started 
1. Log in    
2. Open the online classroom    
3. Understand the online classroom layout    
4. Log out    

Use the online classroom 
1. Check Teacher Messages    
2. Use the navigation drawer    
3. Open an activity    
4. Open an activity in a new tab    
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Discrete tech tasks ✔ Check which one applies: 
Yes Practice Introduce 

5. Use breadcrumbs    
6. Use a Moodle book    
7. Use an H5P course presentation    

Forum activity 
1. Add a new discussion topic    
2. Edit or delete a post    
3. Reply to a post    
4. Upload a file    
5. Insert a picture or audio file    
6. Insert a hyperlink    
7. Use the voice recorder    

H5P activity 
1. Navigate between slides or activities    
2. Use drag and drop    
3. Find out the final score    

Assignment activity 
1. Start a submission    
2. Upload a file    
3. Use the voice recorder    
4. Edit a saved assignment (draft)    
5. Submit an assignment    
6. Check the teacher’s feedback    

E-Portfolio activity 
1. Find and open the e-Portfolio    
2. Open or download an assessment    
3. Download the portfolio    
4. Upload a file to the portfolio    
5. Edit an uploaded file (rename and/or move)    

Quiz activity 
1. Start a quiz    
2. Navigate pages    
3. Submit a quiz    

 


